unremarkable instances of musical Orientalism, in the broadest sense of that term. After all, the representation of a whole range of Others through the same, relatively restricted repertory of musical gestures has a long history. 4 Rather than dismissing such representations as exotic trivialities, I suggest that while they typically do not imitate defining characteristics of specific national musics, they do translate a particular understanding of national music as it was thought to exist especially in eastern Europe, and indeed a specific vision of eastern Europe itself. Moreover, these representations demonstrate that far from being only an abstraction, the concept of eastern European national music as simple and artless was also very marketable, catering to the tastes and abilities of amateurs in a way that imitations of particular national musics could not have done. These representations thus highlight the broader and Locke agrees with Scott that many of the elements in his list are 'often used in such a way as to be ''foreign-sounding'' in the broad sense. That is, they sound as if they were the kind of music that is made somewhere else, but they do not conjure up one particular locale' (p. 56 ).
often contradictory context of idealization and commodification within which national music existed at the turn of the nineteenth century. 5 In the decades around 1800, accounts of various national musics appeared frequently in music journals, in more general descriptive writings including travelogues and aesthetic treatises, and as prefaces to published scores. In his Ideen zu einer A « sthetik der Tonkunst, for instance, C. F. D. Schubart attributed the differences between French, English, Dutch, Polish, Hungarian, and German dances to differences in national tastes and styles, and Gustav Schilling's Universal-Lexicon der Tonkunst of the late 1830s included articles about the music of fifteen European nations as well as several nonEuropean cultures. 6 The Lexicon's article on 'Style', furthermore, clarified the importance of nation as a determinant of musical style:
Almost every one of the various nations also possesses its unique qualities, not only in the style of representation of its art but also in the art itself and its various means. Turkish music, for example, is completely different from German, and French music again different from Greek, etc. Certain instruments belong uniquely to one people and one land, others to another, and the one has more ability in and inclination to the cultivation of vocal music, the other to that of instrumental music. 7 In addition to providing details about the melodic, harmonic, rhythmic, and/or metrical characteristics of specific national styles, many descriptions began with general statements about the indispensability of music to the concept of nation, echoing ideas familiar from Johann Gottfried Herder's writings, for whom music, like language, was at once what united a nation while simultaneously distinguishing it from all others. One anonymous correspondent to the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, for instance, asserted that 'each nation that is still really a nation has its own national music, or at least something national in its music . . . , which distinguishes it as surely from all others as it expresses the particularities of character of the Volk'; he then proceeded to an account of Hungarian music. Although it is clearly mediated by the author's own perception, education, and expectations, it nonetheless conveys what he felt was distinctive about this music:
The Hungarian dances much and often: his national music is therefore in the first instance dance music. It is gloomy, plaintive, lyrical, but then also raging and war-inspiring. Hungarians like minor keys most of all, like the Russians, and if a dance begins in a major key, it soon turns to the minor, and its transitions snake their way wonderfully through nothing but semitones. . .. In his dances, the Hungarian can just as well wildly exult as cry, depending how his feelings are moved. . .. The harmony itself takes place without [following] all the rules of music, because the actual so-called Hungarian lyre players, namely the Gypsies, don't understand anything of that and are mere artists of nature. . .. To describe their modes 5 For reasons of space, I have limited my investigation largely to keyboard music published for domestic performance, the genre in which representations of national musics were most numerous. 6 On the Lexicon's articles, see David Gramit, Cultivating Music:The Aspirations, Interests, and Limits of German Musical Culture, 1770^1848 (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 2002), 46^7. Gramit argues that many descriptions by German writers aimed not only to highlight what was unique to each tradition, but more importantly to legitimize the supremacy of European, and specifically of German, music. 7 As translated in ibid. 45. Gramit asserts that the article was most likely penned by Gustav Nauenburg. Heinrich Christoph Koch's definition of 'Nationalmusik' in the appendix to his Musikalisches Lexikon (Frankfurt am Main, 1802; repr. Hildesheim, 1964), col. 1783, is very similar: 'Darunter verstehet man eine Musik, die jedes Volk, jede Nation fu« r sich allein besitzt, und aus welcher der Charakter und die Sitten des Volkes deutlich hervorragen. . .. Ein schottisches Lied ist jederzeit von einem franzo« sischen, und beyde von einem italia« nischen oder deutschen, so wie jedes von dem gemeinen Volke gesungen wird, merklich verschieden. ' somewhat, I would say that they are most often Aeolian, Hyperdorian, Hypoaeolian, and Hyperphrygian. They play in A flat, B flat, E flat, and A minor. Their instruments are usually the violin, cello, and cimbalom or dulcimer. 8 Similarly, the self-designated collector ('Sammler') of the four volumes of Originelle ungarische Nationalta« nze published in Vienna by the Chemische Druckerei between 1806 and 1811, from which Ex. 1 is excerpted, began his foreword ('Vorbericht') to the collection by noting that 'the indigenous music of a nation reveals its spirit', followed by a few lines about the characteristics of Hungarian dances: preference for striking modulations, emphasis on downbeats, and double trills.
9 Such accounts thus reflect not only a growing interest in national music, but a developing consciousness of the role of music in defining national identity. They support, moreover, Matthew Gelbart's argument that a new classification of music according to its origin rather than to its function became operative around this time.
10 Thus could J. Kru« chten declare in 1826, for instance, that 'as surely as Hungary is so very different even from bordering Austria, just as surely is Hungary's national music different not only from German [music] but also from the music of all other European peoples'.
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The term 'national music' itself was in wide circulation in the decades around 1800, and contemporary definitions often equated it with folk music. In Ignaz Jeitteles's Aesthetisches Lexikon (1837), for example, the index entry for 'Volksliteratur, Volkspoesie, Volksmusik' referred the reader to the article 'Nationalliteratur, Nationaldichter, Nationalmusik'.
12 'National', wrote Eduard von Lannoy, the author of the articles on music in the Lexikon, 'refers to everything that is typical of a people [Volk] .' 13 8 'Nachrichten: Pest in Ungarn, d. 6ten Febr.', Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, 24 (14 Mar. 1810), cols. 369^78 at 3697 1: 'Jede Nation, die wirklich noch eine Nation ist, hat ihre Nationalmusik, oder wenigstens etwas Nationales in ihrer Musik; und von diesem sollte, meines Erachtens, jede Schilderung des Zustandes ihrer Kunst ausgehen. . . . [Ungarn] hat denn auch ihre Nationalmusik, die sich, wie jede, von jeder andern eben so sicher unterscheidet, als sie die Eigenheiten des Characters des Volks bestimmt ausspricht. Der Ungar tanzt sehr viel und sehr gern: seine Nationalmusik ist also zuna« chst Tanzmusik. Diese ist finster, klagend, schwa« rmerisch, aber dann auch stu« rmend und zum Kriege begeisternd. Die Ungarn lieben die Moll-Tonarten vorzu« glich, gleich den Russen; und wenn auch ein Tanz in Dur anfa« ngt, so fa« llt er doch bald wieder in Moll, und ihre Ueberga« nge schla« ngeln sich in lauter halben To« nen wunderbar in einander. . .. Der Ungar kann bey seinem Tanze eben sowol wild jauchzen, als weinen, je nachdem die Saite seines Gefu« hls beru« hrt wird. . .. Der Zusammenklang der Musik selbst geschieht ohne alle Gesetze der Tonkunst, denn die eigentlichen sogenannten ungarischen Lyranten, na« mlich die Zigeuner, verstehen nichts von alle dem und sind blos Naturalisten. . . . Ihre Modulationen in etwas zu bezeichnen, wu« rd' ich sagen, dass ihre Tonarten meist aeolisch, hyperdorisch, hypoaolisch, und hyperphrygisch sind. Sie spielen aus dem As, B, Es, und A moll. Ihre Instrumente sind gewo« hnlich die Violin, das Violoncell und der Cymbal oder das Hackbret.' Unless otherwise indicated, translations are my own. 9 As given in Hungarian Dances 1784^1810, ed. 12 Ignaz Jeitteles, Aesthetisches Lexikon: Ein alphabetisches Handbuch zur Theorie der Philosophie des Scho« nen und der scho« nen Ku« nste. Nebst Erkla« rung der Kunstausdru« cke aller a« sthetischen Zweige, als: Poesie, Poetik, Rhetorik, Musik, Plastik, Graphik, Architektur, Malerei, Theater, &c., ii (Vienna, 1837), 539. The lexicon does, however, contain a separate article on the 'Volkslied (Poet.)', which refers to the age-old unification of poetry and songçsee below for further discussion. 13 Ibid., ii. 119: 'National bezieht sich auf alles einem Volke eigenthu« mlich Zukommende.' Lannoy's authorship is revealed in the preface to the first volume of the lexicon (1835).
But who exactly were the Volk? Although the interchangeability of the terms Nationalmusik and Volksmusik was widespread in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, there was significantly less agreement between authors regarding the Volk who represented the nation.
14 For Herder, they were a highly abstract peasant class rooted in a utopian past whose vernacular he idealized seemingly because it corresponded to his own taste. In the introduction to his second volume of Volkslieder (1779), he explained that 'it is not necessary that the folk singer come from the rabble [Po« bel] or sing to it, any more than it insults the most noble poetry to sound from the mouth of the people [des Volks]. ''People'' [Volk] does not mean the rabble on the streets, who never sing and create, but rather scream and mutilate.' 15 As David Gramit explains, Herder's discomfort with the 'rabble' is indicative of his belief that what defined the Volk and their music was that they were untainted by base economic concerns; once music became a commodity, the noble Volk artist was degraded to the status of common musician. 16 Yet Lannoy, for instance, disagreed, including 'musicians travelling throughout the land'çpresumably members of Herder's reviled populace who made their living by playing musicças transmitters of national music:
National music comprises those songs that are characteristic of a nation, in which the character of the people [Volk] speaks, and that distinguish themselves through form, gesture, and tonality from the melodies of other lands. Language, folk dance, the features of instruments used by musicians travelling throughout the land, all of this helps to create national music and to give it a sharply defined character.
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The author of the article 'Volkslied' in Schilling's coeval Universal-Lexicon der Tonkunstç most likely J. Kru« chten, but signed simply 'K.'çwas even more inclusive in his definition of the Volk: they encompassed not only Herder's peasants (though his language suggests that he embraced them much less fondly than Herder did), but also the 'rabble' and indeed any 'part of a people that has remained true to its nationality':
By 'Volk' is here not to be understood as referring merely to, say, the rabble [Po« bel], and by those songs not things like the street songs [Gassenhauer] as they are bawled by the rabble in the alleys, or as a farmer or shepherd, travelling journeyman or labourer, a wet-nurse or nanny and such people have or could have composed them in a fit of hot air or for their 14 As Gelbart documents, 'Herder had been using ''Nationallied'' in his own writing before he coined the term ''Volkslied,'' and he himself often continued to use ''Nationallied'' as an equivalent, as did other German writers for much of the next century.' See The Invention of 'Folk Music'and ' Art Music', 106 n. 83. 15 circle, but rather 'Volk' is here that part of a people [Theil eines Stammes] that has remained true to its nationality. 18 He goes on to explain that every social group within the nation has its own Volkslieder, from the common man to the cultivated one; although any part of society could remain true to its nationality, expressions of this identity differed by social class.
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This definition thus at best ambiguously reflects a new kind of imagined community that began to crystallize around the turn of the nineteenth century, whereby national ties were eventually considered stronger than class ones. 20 Gramit has argued astutely, however, that such a vertical structuring is ultimately belied by the Lexicon's treatment of the music of peripheral European nations: 'With remarkable consistency, the authors of articles on Hungary, Russia, Poland, Ireland, Scotland, Sweden, and Spain all deny the presence of any significant national quality in the cultivated music of the nation but point out that it survives in Volks-or Nationalmusik (the two terms are used almost interchangeably).' 21 In the article on Hungary, for example, while summarizing the dismal state of Hungary's musical culture, which occupied, in his opinion, one of the lowest ranks among European nations, Kru« chten questioned:
Should one believe that Hungary, this nation so closely bordered by so-musical Austria, did not have its own keyboard tutoring manual until 1828? And yet it is so; in this year a kind of manual of the sort first appeared in the Hungarian language from Alexander von Do« me¤ ny, who gleaned the materials for it from the works of Handel, Clementi, Cramer, Schmitt, Kalkbrenner, Steibelt, and others, but did not include anything of his own. We actually find only what is specific to Hungarian music in its national music; everything else is borrowed, and in fact primarily from Germany.
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The author's implication is clearly that Hungary possessed no national tradition of cultivated music, and thus had nothing to contribute to materials used to instruct students in the performance of such music; its national music was of a lower order. 18 Gustav Schilling, 'Volkslied', Encyclopa« die der gesammten musikalischen Wissenschaften, oder Universal-Lexikon der Tonkunst, vi (Stuttgart, 1840), 796^7: 'Unter Volk ist nun aber hier nicht etwa blos der Po« bel zu verstehen, und unter jenen Liedern nicht etwa die Gassenhauer, wie sie der Po« bel auf den Gassen abschreit, oder wie sie ein Bauer oder Scha« fer, Handwerksbursche oder Knecht, eine Amme oder Kindsmagd u. dergl. Leute, in Anwandlung plumper Luft oder fu« r ihren Gescha« ftskreis gedichtet haben, oder dichten ko« nnten, sondern das Volk ist hier der seiner Nationalita« t treu gebliebene Theil eines Stammes, und seine Lieder sind Kla« nge und Weisen, die aus der Seele des Volksfreundes oder Volksdichters gedrungen sind und den fu« r Natur und Volksthu« mlichkeit Empfa« nglichen so ru« hren, daÞ er des Dichters Empfindungen als die seinen sprechen la« Þt.' Gramit, Cultivating Music, 47, identified 'K.' most likely as J. Kru« chten. 19 Ibid. 797: 'Daher ist eine Hauptverschiedenheit der Volkslieder auch die nach Gegenstand, Entstehung und Gelegenheit; andere hat man bei Volksfesten, andere bei Schma« uÞen, andere bei Ta« nzen; andere singen Bu« rger, andere Bauern, andere Ju« nglinge, andere Ma« dchen, andere der gemeine und wieder andere der gebildete Mann.' 20 Richard Taruskin discusses this development in 'Nationalism', Grove Music Online (acc. 15 Mar. 2013). 21 Gramit, Cultivating Music, 56. 22 Kru« chten, 'Ungarn^ungarische Musik', Encyclopa« die der gesammten musikalischen Wissenschaften, oder UniversalLexikon der Tonkunst, vi. 728: 'Sollte man es glauben, daÞ Ungarn, dieser von dem so sehr musikalischen Oesterreich so nah begra« nzte Staat, bis 1828 nicht einmal eine eigene Clavierschule besaÞ? und doch ist es so; in diesem Jahre erst erschien eine Art Clavierschule in ungarischer Sprache von Alexander von Do« me¤ ny, der die Materialien dazu aus den Werken Ha« ndels, Clementis, Cramers, Schmitts, Kalkbrenners, Steibelts u. A. zusammengelesen hatte, also auch noch nicht einmal Eigenes lieferte. Ueberhaupt aber finden wir das Eigenthu« mliche der ungarischen Musik nur in der eigentlichen Nationalmusik, alles Uebrige ist geborgt und entlehnt, und hauptsa« chlich zwar von Deutschland.' On p. 727, he opines that 'Ja es ist nicht zu leugnen, daÞ Ungarn eins derjenigen La« nder ist, wo die Musik in diesem Augenblicke auf der untersten Stufe steht, auf welcher bei dem Stande der europa« ischer Cultur u« berhaupt sie irgend nur stehen kann.' Much of the information presented in this article appeared over a decade earlier in Kru« chten's article 'U « ber das Musikwesen in Ungarn', from which I have already quoted.
Thus as Gramit summarizes, in passages such as these, 'cultivated music itself becomes a sort of national characteristic, reserved to the central musical cultures, and especially to Germany'.
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A similar distancing is implicit in Friedrich Rochlitz's introduction to the article 'Ueber die Nationalta« nze der Ungarn', published in 1800, in which he reflected not only on the relationship between music and the essential nature of any nation, but on the usefulness of this knowledge to musicians and educated persons in general:
Dance and music are probably the oldest arts; national dances and folk songs (in practice long since combined) [are] probably the oldest remnants of these. . . . Musicians and art enthusiasts, but also the scholar, for example the antiquarian, historian, historiographerçin short, the educated personçmust not be indifferent to acquainting themselves with national dances and their music, national songs and their melodies. [A musician] can enrich his ideas, give new wings to his genius through the peculiarities that all national dances, folk songs and their music have. . . .This knowledge can lead . . . to new and interesting reflections on the spirit and peculiarities of nations in general, and on the indestructible, essential features of the characters of peoples, [which] are always displayed in new colours. Without a doubt, each nation portrays itself spontaneously, but therefore all the more strikingly, in its dances, with their music, and [in] its folksongs, but maybe most reliably in the former. 24 That Rochlitz presented national music as an object of study for composers and educated persons strongly implies that theyçand heçdid not consider themselves to be part of the Volk who created and sustained this music. 25 To summarize, then, the identity of the Volk was nebulousçthey were variously construed as idealized peasants, lower-class rabble, or entire national populationsç and their relationship to national music was equally variable: in peripheral European nations, national music was often understood by Austro-German writers as the province of the lower, and presumably rural, classes, whereas in Austro-Germany, the cultivation of music itself by the urban gentry was chauvinistically interpreted as a national characteristic. The national music of eastern Europe was thus doubly othered in the estimation of many of the authors who wrote about it, and presumably also in 23 Gramit, Cultivating Music, 56. 24 Friedrich Rochlitz, 'Ueber die Nationalta« nze der Ungarn', Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, 2/35 (28 May 1800), cols. 609^16 at 609^10: 'Tanz und Musik sind wahrscheinlich die a« ltesten Ku« nste; Nationalta« nze und Volkslieder (lange in der Anwendung verbunden) wahrscheinlich die a« ltesten U « berbleibsel derselben ç und zwar nicht nur nach der za« hlenden Chronologie der Weltgeschichte, sondern auch nach der scha« tzenden Chronologie der Kultur-Geschichte der Nationen. Nationalta« nze und deren Musik, Nationallieder und deren Melodien kennen zu lernen, muÞ nicht nur dem Musiker und Kunstliebhaber, sondern auch dem Gelehrten, z. B. dem Antiquar, Geschichtforscher, Geschichtschreiber ç ja auch u« berhaupt dem gebildeten Menschen nicht gleichgu« ltig seyn. Nicht nur der erste kann aus den Eigenheiten, die alle Nationalta« nze, Volkslieder und deren Musik haben ç aus dem immer so ganz Ausgezeichneten der Melodie, des Rhythmus, der Einschnitte, der SchluÞfa« lle u. s. f. seine Ideen bereichern, seinem Genius neue Schwingen ansetzen . . . sondern auch der zweyte und dritte ko« nnen aus der Kenntnis derselben neue interessante Betrachtungen u« ben den Geist und die Eigenheiten der Nationen u« berhaupt, und u« ber die unvertilgbaren, nur immer in andern Farben hervorspielenden Grundzu« ge der Charaktere der Vo« lker anstellen. GewiÞ, jede Nation schildert sich selbst, unwillku« hrlich, aber darum nur desto treffender, in ihren Ta« nzen, mit deren Musik, und ihren Volksliedern: aber vielleicht in den ersten am allerzuverla« ssigsten.' The article that follows (cols. 611^16 ) was almost certainly penned by Heinrich Klein; see Hungarian Dances 1784^1810, ed. Papp, 29 n. 45 . 25 As Gramit writes, 'the discursive act of positing a Volkston, far from providing opposition to a division between high and low, itself presupposes and reinforces it by imagining a Volk from whom the speaker is separated by both the ability to abstract such a class and the desire either to address or to emulate it'. See Cultivating Music, 66.
the eyes of those who read about it: it was not only ethnically foreign, but also a product of a foreign class.
Many of the ideas about national music presented in these and other discussions are rather abstract, yet some were reflected in coeval compositions. Comments from contemporary listeners, for instance, suggest that composers sometimes succeeded in evoking the music and character of specific peoples, at least as they were understood by Austro-German audiences, through their representations. In reviews of Carl Maria von Weber's incidental music to Preciosa, premiered at the Berlin Royal Opera House on 14 March 1821, two critics commented, for instance, that 'the [G]ypsy dances that are often interwoven' and 'the choruses, for example in Act II in the Gypsy camp' are 'highly characteristic' ('ho« chst charakteristisch'). 26 Praising Weber not merely for the evocative quality of his music, A. B. Marx commended him for his 'genuine' depiction of the Gypsies, writing:
In this incomparable scene [beginning of Act II, chorus no. 6], [G]ypsy life is presented so poetically, that is, genuinely, that one is almost annoyed at having seen the other scenes before this; and the spiritual content here is greater than in all of Rossini's operas put together; truth and spirituality mean so much more (to us, at least) than lies and sensuality. 27 Similarly, the Hungarian character of Beethoven's overture to Ko« nig Stephan, composed in 1811 for the opening of the German Theatre in Pest, was also apparent to his contemporaries. The reviewer of the score in the Berliner allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, for example, noted in strikingly exoticizing language that it expressed 'the charming, naive, cheerful, sentimentally emotional and powerfully surging character of the Hungarian people'. 27 Based on Ziegler's translation in Weber, Sa« mtliche Werke, III/9, 251: 'In dieser unvergleichlichen Scene geht das Zigeunerleben so poetisch, das heisst wahr, auf, dass man sich fast a« rgern ko« nnte, vorher die andern Scenen gesehen zu haben; und man tra« gt aus ihr mehr geistigen Gehalt davon, als aus allen Opern Rossinis zusammengenommen; so viel mehr ist (wenigstens uns) Wahrheit und Geist, als Lu« ge und Sinnlichkeit.' Originally from the Berliner allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, 2/5 (2 Feb. 1825 30 In the absence of knowledge or understanding of a particular narrative frame, the meaning conveyed by the musicçat least on this occasion and for this writerçwas far from clear. 31 Indeed, styles and topics in music are in large part a function of reception, depending more on listeners' shared expectations, experiences, and imaginations than on the notes themselves, and the recognition of topics therefore varies greatly depending on an audience's familiarity with the acquired meaning of particular gestures and markers. Critical and aesthetic commentary from the turn of the nineteenth century thus provides reliable evidence for the recognition and, in a certain sense, the very existence of particular styles and topics at that time, standing in for the ability to hear with contemporary ears.
More often than not, representations of eastern European national musics seem to have engendered a bewilderment similar to that of the English commentator on the arrangement of Ko« nig Stephan cited above; specifically, contemporary listeners often expressed an inability to discern the particular national style purportedly being represented and simultaneously offered various explanations for their confusion. 32 In his 1829 treatise, for instance, the German dancing-master E. D. Helmke noted: ' Almost every nation has its own dances, in which its character is also reflected. Here many dances of foreign peoples have become domesticated but the nationality of these is rarely apparent, and the aesthetic quality that can only be preserved through it is lost.' 33 Rochlitz, in another passage from his introduction to the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung's article on the national dances of Hungary, concurred with Helmke and offered a compelling explanation about how this domestication may have taken place. He distinguished firstçand cruciallyçbetween national dances and their music as they existed among the Volk as opposed to how 'our high society now sets them to music and dances them', reinscribing the class difference between the Volk and the consumers of domesticated representations. He continued:
And if one would like to go a step further, one observes how, for example, the German alters and performs the Anglaise in music and dance; how the French deals with the Anglaise and spurns, where he can, the German La« ndler [La« nderer]çin short, how one nation takes this and that from the other, but always combines it with its own, and thereby (as happens with true amalgamation) brings its own more clearly to light. 31 The reviewer's comments may also be interpreted as tongue-in-cheek, as the writer obviously had a low opinion of the work; still, at least the concluding sentence betrays what I take to be a sincere ignorance of the cultural and historical context to which Beethoven was referring.
32 I am contending here and in the discussion that follows that stylistic differences between national musics were obscured when they were represented by western European, and specifically by Austro-German, composers, not that the original national musics themselves were stylistically interchangeable.
33 E. D. Helmke, Neue Tanz-und Bildungsschule. Ein gru« ndlicher Leitfaden fu« r Eltern und Lehrer bei der Erziehung der Kinder und fu« r die erwachsene Jugend, um sich einen hohen Grad der feinen Bildung zu verschaffen und sich zu kunstfertigen und ausgezeichneten Ta« nzern zu bilden (Leipzig, 1829; reprinted with an afterword and index by Kurt Petermann, Leipzig, 1982) , 108: 'Fast jede Nation hat ihre eignen Ta« nze, in denen sich auch ihr Charakter spiegelt. Bei uns sind viele Ta« nze fremder Vo« lker heimisch worden, doch ist die Nationalita« t derselben selten sichtbar, und das Aesthetische, das sie durch diese nur erhalten ko« nnen, geht verloren.'Lannoy, for his part, laid more explicit blame at the feet of those who collected or incorporated national melodies into their own compositions:
In most modern pieces of music one finds polonaises, boleros, Scottish and other melodies, and important collections, for example in the archive of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Vienna, have already been organized; nevertheless more remains unknown, and the particular character of these folk melodies is mostly obliterated by those who collect them because they want to improve and supposedly refine them instead of writing down the notes exactly as the wandering musician or farm girl sang them. 35 The concrete result of such 'domestication', 'amalgamation', or 'improvement' on behalf of the tastes of the urban amateurs who consumed these polonaises, boleros, and other representations was highlighted in practical terms by Franz Paul Rigler, a prominent musician and teacher in Pozsony (Pressburg in German; now Bratislava, the capital of Slovakia) decades earlier in the prefatory note to his own collection of 12 ungarische Ta« nze (composed before 1796 ): 'Now some [composers] in Pest and Vienna have ventured to write Hungarian [dances]; in doing so they all over-hastily erased the truly characteristic [elements from these dances], and in the end one didn't know whether they meant [to write] a Cossack dance or a contredanse.' 36 One might be tempted to dismiss Rigler's assessment as blatant self-promotion of his own compositions if it weren't so clearly borne out in the music of his contemporaries. Plate 1 provides a representation of a Cossack dance of the sort Rigler may have had in mind, as does the excerpt reproduced in Pl. 2, from Daniel Steibelt's 'Divertisement [sic], Consisting of a Cosake Air, and March'. Steibelt's 'Divertisement' appeared posthumously in the London periodical The Harmonicon in 1824, suggesting a similarity and continuity of tastes and expectations from Vienna to London. Its drone accompaniment, four-square periodic phrases, and numerous stamping figures strongly reminiscent of the rhythmic and melodic contour of the 'heel-clicking' (or, literally translated, 'ankling') Hungarian boka¤ zo¤ çon the first beat of bar 9, for example, and in an unornamented version on both beats of bar 17çhighlight the confusion to which Rigler draws our attention, for the national allegiance of this 'Divertisement', much like that of Pl. 1 and Ex. 1, is unclear. 37 Examining other contemporary Cossack dances, furthermore, sheds little light on the matter; Pl. 3, excerpted from the supplekurz, wie die eine Nation von der andern wohl das und jenes annimmt, aber u« berall ihr Eigenes damit amalgamiert, und nun gerade dadurch (wie es beym eigentlichen Amalgamieren geschiehet) ihr Eigenes desto sicherer zu Tage legt.' 35 Jeitteles, Aesthetisches Lexikon, ii. 119: 'In der meisten modernen Musikstu« cken findet man Polonaisen, Bolleros [sic], schottische und andere Melodien, und bedeutende Sammlungen, z. B. im Archive der Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde zu Wien, sind schon veranstaltet worden; dennoch ist noch Mehres unbekannt, und der eigentliche Charakter dieser Volksmelodien wurde meistens von jenen, die sie sammelten, verwischt, weil sie bessern und angeblich veredlen wollten, statt die To« ne, wie sie der wandernde Musikant spielte oder die Bauerndirne sang, genau und unvera« ndert niederzuschreiben.' Koch, 'Nationalmusik', col. 1783, offers the much less likely explanation that national music was actually largely disappearing: 'Gegenwa« rtig hat sich unter den verschiedenen Vo« lkern von Europa das Nationale in der Musik gro« Þtentheils verloren. Nur hie und da findet man bey dem rohen Landvolke noch dergleichen Nationalgesa« nge.' 36 As given in Hungarian Dances 1784^1810, ed. Papp, 349: 'Nun haben es einige in Pest und Wienn gewagt Ungarische zu schreiben; allem [sic] ihnen abwischte dabey das wahre karakteristische zu geschwinde, und man wuste am Ende nicht, ob sie einen Kosakischen oder Contretanz gemeint hatten.' 37 The boka¤ zo¤ is both a melodic and a rhythmic figure that embellishes a repeated note with either a lower neighbour or a combination of upper and lower neighbours. It occurs frequently but not exclusively at cadences; the opening figure of the 'Un poco piu' mosso' theme of the first movement of Franz Schubert's Divertissement a' l'hongroise, D818 is a famous example of a non-cadential boka¤ zo¤ figure. Indeed, boka¤ zo¤ figures and variants thereof dominate Schubert's movement. Although all three representations of Cossack music share certain features, including duple metre; melodies composed of scalar, chordal, and/or circling motifs contained within one beat; pedal 6/4 chords; and exclusive use of tonic and dominant harmony, none of these features is distinctive of or unique to representations of Cossack dances. Furthermore, while Steibelt's 'Divertisement' has a lively martial affect, the other two representations are bland almost to the point of defying description; their affect could perhaps only be described as one of good-humoured simplicity. Example 2, from an anonymous collection of twelve Contredanses hongroises published in manuscript copy in Vienna in 1788, shares the metrical, motivic, and harmonic features of the Cossack evocations, as well as a similar accompaniment pattern; the Cossack representations even put in doubt the extent to which the boka¤ zo¤ figures in bars 2 and 6 and at the cadence in bar 16 mark its Hungarianness.
Similarly, despite its triple metre, the polonaise from Payer's Moderne Ta« nze (Ex. 3) is also closely related stylistically to representations of Cossack and Hungarian dances through the drone-like effect produced by pedal 6/4 chords in the left hand, the stamping figures in the right hand in bar 4, and the fanfare or galloping rhythms, which recall the opening of Steibelt's 'Divertisement'. The greater harmonic variety achieved through the incorporation of modal mixture chords in the polonaise, however, results in a much more interesting composition; at least harmonically, this polonaise is similar to many of Schubert's short dances for keyboard. Although the triplet motif provides a distinctive opening to the polonaise, Ex. 4 reveals that Rigler in fact used this same motif at the beginning of the third dance of his 12 ungarische Ta« nze.
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Payer's inclusion of representations of multiple national musics within the same collection further emphasizes their similarityçif he had not already identified his 'Kosaque', 'Masur', and 'Polonaise', among others, as such, I contend that it would probably be as difficult for us as it was for Rigler and his contemporaries to decide in favour of one label over another.
This same stylistic confusion is also evident in the publication and reception histories of many works. Haydn's 'Rondo all'ungarese', the third movement of his Keyboard Concerto in DThese comments, along with Rigler's complaint, attest that representations of a variety of eastern European national musics at the turn of the nineteenth century were often received equivocally, for a number of different signifieds were potentially implied by a shared set of stylistic signifiers. Without disputing that a triple-metre dance with emphasis on the second and/or third beats, for instance, might strongly suggest a mazurka, or that boka¤ zo¤ cadences hint at a Hungarian dance, I do not agree with Jonathan Bellman that 'when we in the twentieth century identify Hungarian gestures in the works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven we need not doubt that audiences of the time would have understood them as such; there was an entire body of amateur musical literature that made the connection for them.' 43 Rather, representations of a variety of eastern European national musics shared generic stylistic features that rendered them most often indistinguishable from one another: duple metre; drone or dance-like (often 'oom-pah') accompaniments; exclusive or nearly exclusive use of tonic and dominant harmony; symmetrical, often periodic, formal constructions composed of four-bar phrases with regular cadences; and the juxtaposition and repetition (rather than development) of short melodic and rhythmic cells. 44 To the extent that Bellman may be suggesting that late eighteenth-century listeners were attuned to the multiple potential meanings of this collection of stylistic features, only one of which was the evocation of Hungarian-Gypsy music, I support his contention.
This collection or topic, furthermore, did not emerge suddenly, but grew out of styles and genres of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. In the context of his work on the eighteenth-century pastorella, Geoffrey Chew coined the term stylus rusticanus to describe a similar topic typical of this genre, which 'include[s] fast 2/4 time, unison passages, melodies with broken-chord figuration, ''Lydian'' sharpened fourths, and other unusual chromaticism . . . [and] extended pedal points'. 45 That a topic used to represent eastern European national music emerged in part from a pastoral one drawing on the stylistic features of rustic folk music further highlights the perceived association of national music in eastern Europe with the rural, uncultivated classes. In his discussion of Telemann's Polish style, Steven Zohn also notes that what he calls Telemann's style polonais could well be subsumed into Chew's category, and indeed shares many similiarities with music alla turca and with representations of Hungarian-Gypsy music from the later eighteenth century. 46 Collections published with the express purpose of preserving national musics provide an interesting counterpoint to the representations considered thus far. In Hungary, for instance, the music society of Veszpre¤ m county prepared a series of fifteen volumes comprising 136 Hungarian dances, the Magyar no¤ ta¤ k Veszpre¤ m va¤ rmegye¤ bo 00 l (Hungarian Melodies from Veszpre¤ m County) between 1823 and 1832; similar collections were also prepared in Russia and in Poland in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 47 The Hungarian project was the brainchild of the music society's founder, the lawyer Ga¤ bor Sebestye¤ n; the society's membership consisted of noble landowners, county officials and lawyers, and others who supported the national culture. Sebestye¤ n's and the music society's avowed goal in publishing the dances was to preserve national music for posterity. 48 To this end, Igna¤ c Ruzitska, the first violinist and, as of 1827, the conductor of the Veszpre¤ m cathedral orchestra, collected melodies by the most famous Hungarian and Hungarian-Gypsy composer-musicians of the time, including Antal Cserma¤ k, Ja¤ nos Lavotta, Ja¤ nos Bihari, and himself, and arranged them for keyboard, for the domestic enjoyment of the very class who financed their publication. 49 Much like Richard Taruskin has noted with respect to the Russian Lvov collection of 1790, the Veszpre¤ m collection not only documented a national style, but made an oral tradition available in literate form to the literate classes, promoting a 'patriotic sort of aesthetic enjoyment'.
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Not only was the publication of this collection supported by members of the music society who took a strong interest in Hungarian national culture, but each volume in the series was dedicated to a noblewoman who either owned land in Veszpre¤ m county or who played a pre-eminent role in the Hungarian national movement. In an 1824 announcement for the collection appearing in both the Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, mit besonderem Ru« cksicht auf den o« sterreichischen Kaiserstaat and the Vereinigte Ofner und Pester Zeitung, 51 Sebestye¤ n specified that it contained Hungarian national dances written by national composers, which were in danger of being forgotten entirely because they appeared only in a few 'defective transcriptions'. 52 It seems that by 'defective transcriptions', Sebestye¤ n was referring to representations of Hungarian music like the ones I have already included as examples. Indeed, even though compositions such as the one by Cserma¤ k, reproduced as Pl. 4, fall short of the wild improvisation and virtuosity that fascinated writers who described their experiences of Hungarian national music, its constantly shifting keys and multiplicity of motifs more nearly approximate what we know of the original performed tradition than do contemporary representations of it marketed primarily to Viennese consumers.
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The conceptual distance separating this collection from many representations of eastern European national music is also significant. Most of the dances it contains are credited to specific professional composer-musicians, in sharp contrast to the collective peasant origin suggested by many of the anonymously published representations I have included, in which the agency of the composer was consciously effaced. Such an . 48 The collection was, nonetheless, printed in Vienna; for information on the underdevelopment of Hungary's music publication industry, see Mayes, 'Reconsidering an Early Exoticism', 167. 49 Most were originally scored for violin, reflecting the primary importance of that instrument in the ensembles of Gypsy musicians who typically performed Hungarian music. 50 Taruskin, 'N. A. Lvov and the Folk', 18. 51 Gabriel v. Sebestye¤ n, 'Gemeinnu« tzige Bla« tter. Pesth. Vaterla« ndische Ehre', Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, mit besonderem Ru« cksicht auf den o« sterreichischen Kaiserstaat, 8/59 ( July 1824), 235. Rakos also provides a copy of this same announcement from a June 1824 issue of the Vereinigte Ofner und Pester Zeitung.
52 'fehlerhaften Abschriften'. Brodszky, Die Musikgesellschaft im Komitat Veszpre¤ m, 47, writes that at this time, the works of Hungarian composers were 'fast ausschliesslich handschriftlich, oder nach dem Geho« r verbreitet'. 53 For references to and excerpts from the most important contemporary descriptions of Hungarian national music, see Mayes, 'Reconsidering an Early Exoticism'. abstraction appears to have been foreign to Sebestye¤ n; in his advertisement for the collection, for instance, he stated forthrightly that it contained 'Hungarian national dances by Bihari, Cserma¤ k, Lavota [sic] , and other composers of the fatherland, whose works distinguish themselves through originality and nobility of art [Kunstadel]'. 54 He further placed Hungary squarely within the realm of 'cultivated nations', declaring that, like all others, it 'prizes music above all other fine arts' and 'feels most patriotically about compositions whose character allows them to be called national', contradicting Kru« chten's later opinion that Hungary possessed no national tradition of cultivated music. 55 The apparent incongruity of preserving national music through what are essentially salon arrangements thus becomes much less puzzling: the dances that Sebestye¤ nçor more precisely, Ruzitskaçincluded were already quite distant from rural folk music, reflecting, rather, the fare of largely urban, professional musicians, which is celebrated in this collection as the national music of Hungary.
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In contrast to Sebestye¤ n's collection, which aimed to highlight the unique stylistic features of a particular national tradition, the conflation of eastern European national musics into a single topic in representations composed primarily for Austro-German or specifically Viennese audiences suggests instead that they were all considered to be very much the same. Indeed, such a conflation is also reflected in some writings about national music from the turn of the nineteenth century. While some prose, as we have seen, emphasized distinctive national features, other discussions reveal commonalities in perception across geographical and cultural boundaries; in many cases, furthermore, these commonalities implicitly highlight differences between the categories of folk music and art music. In his 'Volkslied' article, for instance, Lannoy asserted that 'in these tunes and melodies the main thing is truth, sincerity, and liveliness of thought, ease and comprehensibility of expression, [and] less the perfection of the form'. 57 He intimated that this characterization was true for all folksongs, regardless of their place or period of origin, noting that 'the unification of song and poetry is as old and as universal as each [art] itself [so] that even the hordes of savages have their folksongs'.
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Lannoy does not explain exactly how 'truth, sincerity, and liveliness of thought' could be expressed in music, and perhaps each nation conveyed its own truth in its own way, yet, from his point of view, it could not exceed the bounds of simple and natural expression.
This perspective on folk music, furthermore, was not new. J. A. P. Schulz's description of what he considered to be the essence of the Volkston in the preface to his Lieder im Volkston, bey dem Claviere zu singen, which were published in Berlin in three volumes in 1782, 1785, and 1790 respectively, reveals very similar ideas: compositions im Volkston always maintain at least the appearance, or illusion, of familiarityçwhat he famously called 'der Schein des Bekannten'çthrough their simple idiom, within which, he explained, 'lies the whole secret of the Volkston'. 59 Later in his preface, Schulz further qualified the Volkston as unaffected ('ungesucht') and artless ('kunstlos'). In order to emulate it, he explained that he had 'assiduously composed melodies of the utmost simplicity and comprehensibility' for inclusion in his collections, omitting 'all useless ornamentation or affectedness in the melody as well as in the accompaniment, all ritornellos and interludes'. 60 The Lieder further reflect his aesthetic through strophic melodies that 'flo[w] forth in very singable intervals, in a range appropriate to all voices, and with the easiest modulations' and that are doubled by the keyboard accompaniment. 61 These qualities, along with syllabic text setting, fostered Schulz's desire that the songs be easy to memorize and that the music should never obscure or take precedence over the text.
As David Gramit has argued, however, the concept of the Volkston transcended purely stylistic considerations, for it inevitably implied a social or class distinction between composer and intended audience: 'a Lied im Volkston, literally, a song in the tone of the people, might be understood to be an imitation of the singing of the people, but more often . . . it implied a song written by a cultivated poet or musician in a style thought to be simple enough for the people'. 62 The Volkston as a style or topic, then, is lessçor not merelyçan imitation of the music of the folk, but a translation of their perceived lack of cultivation. In this sense, Gramit's argument resonates with Mary Hunter's approach to the alla turca style. As she suggests, if the alla turca style is considered primarily as an imitation of an original, the obvious and primary question for the scholar is the accuracy of the imitation. . . . If the alla turca topos is considered as a translation of a perception of Turkish music, however, then the primary question for the scholar becomes not the particularities of individual figures or devices, but the underlying principles of translation and the nature of the perceptions on which the translation is based. 63 Drawing on contemporary commentary about Turkish music, Hunter has identified the principles of 'deficiency and incoherence or irrationality' as those that underlie its translation into music alla turca and indeed that informed eighteenth-century Europeans' perceptions of Turkish culture and society more generally. 64 Similarly, descriptions such as Lannoy's suggest that folk musicsçwhether vocal or instrumental, and regardless of originçwere perceived as sharing certain fundamental qualities, if only on the most general level, and Schulz's Lieder offer a concrete example of how these qualitiesç'truth, sincerity, and liveliness of thought, ease and comprehensibility of expression'çcould be translated into musical representations.
Of course, Schulz's Lieder are settings of German poetry, but the aesthetic of artlessness, naturalness, and simplicity that they convey resonates particularly strongly with a common understanding of eastern Europe at the turn of the nineteenth century, not least because, as we have seen, the folk music of the lower classes was perceived at least by some Austro-Germans to be the only national music that existed in peripheral European nations. As Larry Wolff has argued, western Europe 'invented' eastern Europe as its complement during the Enlightenment, a coherent, mediating cultural and geographic space between Occident and Orient. Eastern Europe as a whole was characterized by the West as occupying an intermediary stage between civilization and complete barbarism, a stage marked by backwardness and underdevelopment; to travel to eastern Europe was to take a step back in time. Wolff 's description of the perception of eastern Europe as a pre-eminent 'folkloric domain of song and dance' was one important aspect of its larger definition, 65 for where better could folk musics and dances, considered to be the most ancient arts, flourish than in lands and among peoples who were themselves rooted in the past? Although all folk musics may have been perceived as fundamentally similar in certain basic respects, the marked stylistic similarities that resulted from what Lannoy identified as the 'refinement' and 'improvement' of a variety of eastern European national musics in western European representations reveal a broader perception of the region as a largely homogeneous and undifferentiated entity. The harmonic and melodic simpli-city, repetitiveness, and lack of development typical of such representations may well reflect a whole nexus of ideas about the essence of eastern Europe; complexity was a quality reserved for the cultivated music of western Europe. 66 Equally, or perhaps even more importantly, the instrumental version of the Volkston topic or stylus rusticanus that dominated these representations was not only conceptually congruent with the perception of eastern Europe and of its music, it was commercially viable. Although the authors who reflected on the nature of national music and often also provided descriptions of what they understood to be the distinguishing features of the musics of various nations may well have based their accounts on performances they themselves had witnessed or read about, these concrete models in a sense nonetheless served the ultimately abstract purpose of prose. The relative abundance of these writings suggests that they were popular with the reading public, yet while the foreignness and exoticism of the music they described undoubtedly titillated these readers, it just as surely would not have been within their abilities to perform, nor, moreover, would it have proved pleasing as music for domestic enjoyment. While one can easily imagine the thrill of reading about Hungarian-Gypsy musicians, whose 'maze of melodies' 67 'snake their way wonderfully through nothing but semitones', 68 one can hardly imagine such passages being performed in a Viennese drawing room. Although the disjuncture between experiences of and writings about the distinctive characteristics of eastern European national musics on the one hand and their typically generic representation on the other might appear difficult to reconcile, it was not unique; the similar discrepancy that Zohn has highlighted between 'fanciful representations of Oriental Otherness' in several of Telemann's works and the simultaneous abundance of authentic Turkish and Middle Eastern literature available in translation to readers throughout Europe during his lifetime suggests that consumers may not have expected a direct congruence between the two. 69 In a very concrete sense, the translation into music of the ideology of folkloristic simplicity, naturalness, and artlessness was a very marketable one, catering to the tastes and abilities of amateurs in a way that imitations of specific national musics could not have done. The writers who explicitly recognized and valorized discrete national styles in music as indispensable to the existence of distinct nations as real and imagined communities, furthermore, were typically not the same individuals who created familiarized representations of these musics for domestic consumption, and they did not necessarily share their motivations. 70 Indeed, in the few cases in which professional composers did muse on the nature of national or folk music, the conception of it that they present in writing supports, perhaps unsurprisingly, their translation of it into music. Such mutually reinforcing prose and composition is perhaps most evident in Schulz's collections of Lieder im Volkston, but even Sebestye¤ n and Ruzitska, who published the Magyar no¤ ta¤ k as an antidote to Viennese representations of Hungarian music, ultimately had their consumers in mind when they eliminated many of the technical difficulties of this virtuosic professional music in their domestic keyboard arrangements.
From the 1780s to the 1820s, Hausmusik representations of eastern European national musics like the ones I have included as examples were published by the hundreds in Vienna alone; the commercial success of individual dances and of the collections in which they appeared is attested by the frequency with which they were reissued, either by the original publisher or by another. The Contredanse hongroise reproduced as Ex. 2 above, for instance, appeared in an anonymous manuscript copy in 1788; with only slight variants it was also circulated in a different, undated manuscript copy and attributed to Stanislaw Ossowski; and the first eight bars were printed with slightly varied figuration as the opening period of the sixth of Ossowski's VI Danses hongroises pour le Fortepiano ou Clavecin, advertised by the publisher Hoffmeister in the Wiener Zeitung in 1791. A version of the VI Danses hongroises for two violins and bass was also advertised in the Wiener Zeitung in 1791, and this same newspaper indicated in 1792 that the Musikalisches Magazin had taken over publication of both versions. 71 In 1808, Artaria advertised a collection of six 'new' Ungarische Ta« nze 'composed by the best authors' and available in versions for piano and for two violins and bass;
72 the fourth dance of these publications is again a variant of the music reproduced in Ex. 2. The popularity of such dances and collections is not difficult to understand: they included music that could be performed by beginners or used as the basis for improvisation by players who were more skilful. Moreover, this music could be enjoyed not only by an individual performer or her assembled friends and family, but, as the title of the 1788 manuscript collection indicates, it could also serve as an accompaniment to social dancing in a society for which this was one of the primary forms of entertainment.
Such representations of eastern European national music were successful commodities in the musical marketplace in large part because of the concrete appeal of their stylistic characteristics. In practical terms, these characteristics rendered them widely accessible to amateur musicians, yet, more abstractly, they also evoked a world of primitive music-making in which an undoubtedly largely imaginary past had persisted into the present, in contrast to the contemporary living traditions captured by Se¤ bestyen and Ruzitska, among others. In other words, these representations capitalized, whether consciously or not, on a shared understanding of eastern Europe and of its music as uncultivated, simple, and artless. This perception resonates strongly, furthermore, with one among several competing definitions of the Volk at the turn of the nineteenth century: the idealized conception championed most famously by Herder of uncivilized peasants in a blissfully natural state, but who now inhabited contemporary eastern Europe rather than a distant past. Although Herder did not include musical settings of the poetry in his collections of Volkslieder, a topic similar to the Volkston or stylus rusticanus may well have been the one that he would have invoked if he had, much as Schulz and J. F. Reichardt did. precisely because they were uncorrupted by the demands of commercialization; as Gramit has explored, for Herder as for Reichardt and others, 'the past as a powerful but vague ideal' was set in sharp contrast to 'a troubled present dominated and contaminated by economic necessity'. 74 The irony of many Austro-German representations of eastern European national music is that their consonance with such a past, both conceptually and stylistically, is what made them such successful commodities.
ABSTRACT
Although national music was a frequent topic of Austro-German aesthetic and critical discourse in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, contemporary commentators were often unable to distinguish particular national styles in representations by Austro-German composers. I argue specifically that representations of a variety of eastern European national musics were often received equivocally, for a number of different signifieds were potentially implied by a shared set of stylistic signifiers. Such representations may best be understood not as imitations of discrete national styles but as translations of the broader perception of eastern Europe and of its music as rooted in an undoubtedly largely imaginary past. The translation into music of the ideology of folkloristic simplicity, naturalness, and artlessness, furthermore, was a very marketable one, catering to the tastes and abilities of amateurs in a way that imitations of specific national musics could not have done. 74 Gramit, Cultivating Music, 76.
